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Okay to uncheck RS Form DB Sharing box?
Posted by chrisjclay - 2012/10/19 00:30
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin, 

We created a number of slave sites and have RS Forms Pro installed. I just noticed that if I make a
change to the form on the master site, it also changes the forms on all the other sites. I took a look at the
JMS settings and found that in the template's Sharing tab, RS Forms appears with a checkmark in the
DB Sharing section.  

That explains why the forms are all tied together (they're sharing common database tables) but I'm
wondering what would happen if I uncheck that checkmark? Would RS Forms stop working on all the
slave sites? Would I need to re-install RS Forms and re-create all my forms on each slave site?  Ideally,
I should get a separate installation of RS Forms onto each slave site so I can make changes on a form
on one site and not have it impact the other sites. 

Thanks, 
Chris http://www.jms2win.com/images/fbfiles/images/rsform.jpg

============================================================================

Re: Okay to uncheck RS Form DB Sharing box?
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/10/25 11:56
_____________________________________

If you uncheck the box to "remove the sharing" of RS Form, this will just affect the new website that you
will create and not the existing website. 

The JMS Template rule is used to specific which action must be performed when a file, folder or (here)
DB table are missing in the "deployed website". 
Therefore, when something is already created, change the action does not affect exiting sites. 
If you want to convert current shared RS Form into a copy of RS Form, you need to drop the links
(views) in the DB to let JMS re-create them when you resave the slave site.

============================================================================

Re:Okay to uncheck RS Form DB Sharing box?
Posted by chrisjclay - 2012/10/25 18:28
_____________________________________

Thanks!
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